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MBH3  
  Going Downhill Fast 

Run Number:  4 Nov 2023 

Hair: Toesucker (live) 

Weather: Splendid.. well, the rain held off. 

Afters: It all went very well and there was live 

music. 

Score:  +2 (Awarded by the discerning and 

experienced Sewer Sipper – Cooma H3) 

 

The Eco Caravan Park at Tathra is not a bad 

place to base a combined run. (Apparently here is 

no recollection of the long ago CH3 weekend 

under Maid Marion as GeeEmm in which there 

was a general ban on hashers. Mabe the bush fire 

expunged the records.)  

And RA Infallible made sure the rain held off 

enough for a run.  Orgynizer (and hair and cook 

and just about every other bloody thing) 

Toesucker, overcoming herculean odds and 

Footrot to even get there, made sure it sorta 

worked and even arranged live music for the 

afters. So there. The above mentioned +2 was 

possibly small reward.  Anyway I digress. 

 

The pack began to assemble on Friday night. Two 

Fathers, Doggy Bag, Infallible, Bunz, 

Fishfinger, Just Jude and DUI commandeered 

the camp kitchen for a soiree, later to be joined 

by Mrs Slow Cum and others from Bushrangers. 

A conflagration was ignited. 

 
 

Saturday dawned. 

 

Aroundabout 3 there was a mustering of troops 

from hashes near and far. Sewer Sipper and 

Twisted Sister led the Cooma push. B4 (who 

appears to twice B2 and might be from Sapphire) 

appeared in good form and might even have run a 

bit. The Bushrangers (see above somewhere) and 

Legover and Limp Dick (now resident in Lake 

Tyers, returning from somewhere north) were 

waiting enthusiastically. Dicky Knee scootered in. 

 

The hair (and everything else) Toesucker also 

arrived in the nicotine, declaring a live hair (her) 

and leading off at a gentle pace out the front 

gate turning left. 

 

The Cooma lot were so excited there were no 

pharken hills they broke into a trot, with 

Fishfinger also taking lead position as the pack 

strung out along the path heading in the general 

direction of Mogareeka (it’s a place).  Dicky Knee 

took up an early position near the front but had 

to sit down after acouplahundred metres. The 

leading bit of the pack then took a sharp 

esttwards turn towards the Great Eastern 

Firebreak and headed for the sand. 

 

 



MBH3   Going Downhill Fast 

 

 

Where the pack was starting to stretch out a 

bit.

 
 

The wankers were back there somewhere in a bit 

of gloom. 

 
As they headed resolootly up the beach and past 

an ancient wreck (not 2F) 

 

that musta missed the ancient and hysterical 

Tathra Wharf just visible through the beachside 

shrubbery 

 
Before lurching inland and heading for the drink  

stop located handily beside the dunnies and kids’ 

park.  Drinks were served with chips. 

 
Before heading back in the general direction of 

the camp, pausing only to take in the local 

sculptural masterpiece. 
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A circle of sorts was formed. Two Fathers and 

Infallible (no rain – did I mention that?) sorta 

ran the circle with regular and informed 

interjections from Sewer Sipper.  Toez was 

called in for assessment of the run. SS 

summarized at length and awarded it a +2. 

 

Dicky Knee was severally punished for failing 

the mobility  test after 100 metres. There were 

a few more but the dog ate my homework. 

 

Then there was food – lots of it – and drink – 

ditto – and a fire – and live music of better than 

average quality. There was only a small discussion 

with the park management about the novel 

concept that a group of people staying in the 

park together might use the camp kitchen. As 

far as I know we are not banned. 

 

The rest of the pack in Outer Vietnam phoned in 

with a rendition of the MBH3 anthem.  
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If I got this right you might be able to watch it 

now. 

 

Em tasol.  Ating 

 

EXCEPT FOR  
NEXT RUNs 
 

 

 

RUN 208 Christmas. (Cums but once a year) 

 
WHEN: Saturday 2 December 2023 at 4pm AEDST  
WHERE: The Bay (Base: Bayview Beer Garden.) 
HAIR: GeeEmm 
AFTERs:  Beer Garden again. 

Accommodation:  Your choice. Zorba’s is already 

filling. 

 

Cost: Ummm…. TBA….depends on stuff.  We’ll get 

back to you on that when the planning committee returns. 

See also the email from earlier this week. 

 

And send me an email if you intend to be there. (and 

haven’t done so already…thanks to them who dunnit) 

Now, or tomorrow, or in any case by 28 November. Or 

no beer and other stuff for you!!!  


